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The winter solstice is a time of change and transformation in the natural world. The winter solstice marks the shortest day of the year! As winter
sets in in the northern hemisphere, and summer in the southern hemisphere, our world and all our relations change our behavior to respond to the
changing seasons. We invite you to explore the winter solstice through the many changes and celebrations happening around the world!
The changing suns and moons remind us of the passing of time. On the W̱SÁNEĆ (Saanich) calendar of 13 moons, we are moving from the moon
SJELȻÁSEṈ - the moon of putting your paddle away in the bush, and entering the moon SIS,ET – the elder moon. These moons mark a time of going
inside to pass the harsh winter weather through storytelling and sharing teachings, weaving and making and repairing tools for the spring.
You can hear the song of 13 moons here: 13 W̱SÁNEĆ ȽḴÁLJ SDILEM- Song of the 13 moons (2012)
And learn about the first W̱SÁNEĆ man here: SȽEMEW̱ - First W̱SÁNEĆ man from the sky

SEEING THROUGH WATCHERS’ EYES (STWE)
Throughout this learning resource,
we link to points on the interactive
learning tool Seeing Through
Watchers’ Eyes (STWE). There, you
can listen to SENĆOŦEN names and
stories. Simply open the link here:
sierraclub.bc.ca/watcherseyes/

Scroll down and click on the Prezi, click
“present”, and move your cursor along
the navigation bar at the bottom of the
page to the points listed in each section.
We recommend a desktop computer or
laptop for optimal viewing.

WORLD VIEW

As the solstice happens all around the globe, there are many different
ways of celebrating this transformational time. The winter solstice is an
important time of spiritual rejoice and celebration. Modern technology has
helped to connect us across the world, much like a spider’s web*.
We invite you to explore
this intricate web of
global celebrations
and sites!

Shabe Yalda – a Persian celebration for families
celebrating the triumph of Mithra, the Sun God, over
darkness. Families gather to enjoy special foods such as
pomegranates and nuts and recite poetry. Some people
stay awake all night long to welcome the morning sun!

Note on 'upside-down' maps:
it is always helpful to turn
puzzles/new thinking in a
different direction to see new
perspectives and possibilities
and allow critical thinking.

Toji – A traditional
Japanese festival to
welcome the return of the
sun and bring health and
good luck to the next year.
See the STWE links to
learn about the connection
between the Coast Salish
and the Ainu peoples.*

Dōngzhì – East Asian celebration for winter solstice that
takes place around December 22. It originates from the yin
and yang philosophy of balance and harmony in the cosmos.
This day is celebrated in Japan, China, Vietnam and Korea!

STWE links: Spider – point 109, The Women Who Left – point 53

Newgrange – A dome
shaped tomb in Ireland that
lights up under the solstice
sun. This ancient site is older
than the Egyptian pyramids!

Stonehedge – An
ancient site in
England. When the
winter solstice sun
sets, it aligns the
shadows of the
rocks to light up
an ‘alter stone'.

Yuletide – A Northern European celebration and festival
that starts on the winter solstice, usually December 21, and
lasts into the New Year. Yule is the name of the celebration
and tide is the season in which the celebration happens!

Inti Raymi – This is an Incan celebration to
honour the Sun God, Inti, that takes place during
winter solstice in several South American
countries including Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia.
It is celebrated around June 21, the beginning of
winter in the Southern hemisphere, by wearing
colorful clothes, dancing, and sharing food.

Soyal – This ceremony of the Hopi Nation
(in the area of Arizona, U.S.A.) involves
the announcement of the setting sun on
the solstice by the ‘Sun Chief’, marking
the beginning of an all-night ceremony
which includes kindling fires and dancing.
The Sun Chief’s observation of the sun
also determines when to plant crops and
observe other Hopi ceremonies.
Shalako – This celebration
of the Zuni people (in the
area of New Mexico, U.S.A)
takes place over several
days prior to the winter
solstice. After the
announcement of the exact
moment of itiwanna, the
rebirth of the sun,
celebrations of dancing and
rejoicing begin to mark the
beginning of a new year.

Tulum – An ancient city in along the Caribbean Sea in
traditional Mayan territory, in Mexico. When the winter
solstice sun rises, it lights up a small hole in one of the
ancient buildings, fragmenting the light into a starburst.

A hand-woven cedar basket
from WSÁNEĆ territory

WSÁNEĆ people celebrate this
season by going inward, where
the unique Coast Salish culture is
celebrated in THEE LELUM
(respected houses). This time is
also spent making and repairing
tools and weaving baskets out of
harvested strips of cedar. These
baskets are woven with great care
and attention and the practice is
shared between generations. We
encourage you to watch The Story
of Cedar by Herb Rice to learn
more about this practice.

RELATING TO “NON-HUMANS":

RELATIVES WHO LIVE JUST OUTSIDE OUR DOOR

Ptarmigan

What are our relatives (non-humans) doing at this time of year?

Many of our plant relatives go dormant during the dark winter months but continue to grow below the
earth’s surface. Camas* is a culturally important plant that is cultivated by many Coast Salish peoples in the
Pacific Northwest. The edible bulb of camas lays dormant under the ground throughout the winter. The
solstice marks an increase in sunlight, which encourages camas to come up and greet the coming seasons.

Some of our four-legged relatives prefer to sleep through the winter months! Bear* is an example
of a relative that sleeps through the winter. Bear can offer us an important lesson about taking the
time to digest all of the teachings and changes that we have experienced through the year.
Some winged relatives change their coats (plumage) so they have more warmth (insulation) and
can hide (camouflage) better in snowy weather. Ptarmigans change their plumage from a speckled
brown to pure white! Rabbits*, weasels and some foxes are other relatives that change their
colouring for the winter.
Black Bear
Salamander

Our tree relatives change in response to winter temperatures and less sunlight. The winter solstice
is a time of reset for our tree relatives. Because there is less sunlight, trees are using precious
energy and time to create new seeds to blossom forth during the PEXSISEṈ moon, the moon of
opening hands/the blossoming out moon (also known as springtime).

For many of our four-legged
relatives, winter marks a time of
change in habitat. Bodies of water
freeze over, giving our four-legged
relatives the ability to hunt and
nest in different territories.

STWE links:

For some relatives like snow geese, orca, butterflies* and
hummingbirds*, wintertime is a season to move to
a new home. Some fly or migrate to warmer
homes for the winter months and return
in the spring. Many butterflies, including
the beautiful Monarch, and hummingbirds
visit places not far from Tulum!

Snowy tree branch

We are all connected and related - points 274 & 276, Camas – point 212, Bear - point 157,
Rabbit – point 122, Butterfly – 216, Hummingbird - 201.

DRAW YOUR SOLSTICE TRADITIONS

Share a drawing or snapshot of what this changing season looks like for you! Use many colours.
Teachers and parents: Use these questions to engage with your co-learners and facilitate critical thinking.
Grades 3-5: How do you celebrate the holiday season, including the solstice time? What is one thing that you want to know more about the winter solstice?
Grades 6-8: How does your family or community celebrate in this holiday season? Do you celebrate the solstice? When you are a grandparent, how do you
want to celebrate this season?

